This paper concerns the static analysis of programs that perform destructive updating on heap-allocated storage. We give an algorithm that conservatively solves this problem by using a finite shape-graph to approximate the possible "shapes" that heap-allocated structures in a program can take on. In contrast with previous work, our method M even accurate for certain programs that update cyclic data structures. For example, our method can determine that when the input to a program that searches a list and splices in a new element is a possibly circular list, the output is a possibly circular list.
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A detailed examination of the differences between our algorithm and previous algorithms is deferred to Section 6; however, a brief characterization of some of the differences is as follows:
. Previous methods have used allocation sites to name shapenodes [JM82, CWZ90, PCK93]. Allocation-site information imposes a fixed partition on the memory. In contrast, our approach deliberately drops information about the concrete locatzons. There is only an indirect connection to the run-time locations: Shape-graph nodes are named using a (possibly empty) set of vartables. The variable set of a shape-graph node in the shape-graph for program-point v consists of variables that, for some execution sequence ending at v, must all point to the same run-t ime 10cation. More specifically, we keep track of shape-nodes that may be the target of more than 1 pointer from the heap. For example, when a linked data structure is traversed, say via a loop containing an assignment x := x. cdr, the sharing information is used to improve the precision of the materialization operation, which allows our algorithm to determine that z points to a list element on every iteration.
The limited form of sharing information used in [JM81, CWZ90] does not allow these met hods to determine this fact. The shape-node names also provide information that sometimes p~rmits our method-to determine that a sharednode becomes unshared (e.g., this occurs in the program that performs an insertion into a list).
With the ChaseWegman-Zadeck method, once a node is shared it remains shared forever thereafter.
For programs that operate on lists and trees, the non-graph-based method of Hendren [Hen90] is sometimes able to determine that a shared-node becomes unshared. However, this method does not handle data structures that contain cycles.
An experimental implementation of the analysis method has been created; the examples presented in the paper have been prepared with the aid of this implementation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the terminology and notation used in the rest of the paper. Section 3 presents a concrete semantics for a language with destructive updating, in terms of "shape-graphs" in which nodes represent run-time locations. Section 4 introduces an abstract domain of "static shapegraphs" and shows how they can be used to approximate the sets of shape-graphs that arise in the collecting semantics.
Section 5 summarizes a few extensions to our basic approach.
Section 6 discusses related work. these assumptions is that the collecting semantics may associate a control-flow-graph vertex with more concrete shapegraphs (i.e., DSL7S) than would be the case were we to start with a conventional concrete semantics.
(Our assumptions are patently safe, and so we will not take the space here to justify them further.) For simplicity, we do not introduce any "garbage-collection operations " in the concrete semantics to eliminate nodes from 21S~s that are not reachable from any of the program variables.
Also, dereferences of nil pointers are ignored. They are handled in [SRW95].
We now turn to the collecting semantics.
For a controlflow-graph vertex w E V, let paths To (v) be the set of paths in the control-flow graph from start to predecessors of v.
Definition 3.1 The collecting semantics cs: V + 2Dsg is defined as follows:
The Abstract Semantics
In this section, we present a shape-analysis technique that uses a restricted subset of shape-graphs, called statzc shapegraphs, to summarize the possible shapes that heap-allocated storage can take on. The abstract value that is computed by the abstract semantics is the graph shown in the iteration-4 row of column four. (In this example, this graph is exactly the union of the six graphs shown in column three.) El
Static shape-graphs are defined in Section 4.1, the abstraction function is defined in Section 4.2, and the abstract semantics is given in Section 4.3. The reverse program is used as a running example. Section 4.4 explains the reasons for the accuracy of the analysis method, and shows that the method is capable of handling the insertion of an element at an arbitrary point in a linked list.
Static Shape-Graphs
Unlike the concrete shape-graphs of the collecting senlantics, the static shape-graphs of the abstract semantics are non-deterministic: E" (x), Es (n, car), and E, (n, cdr) may each yield a set with more than one shape-node.
In and SG' = ((E;, El), is.shared').
We dejine the following ordering on SSG: SG~SG' if and only t.f q For every n~shape-nodes(SG), zs.shared(n) + is_shared'(n).
u
The domain SS~is a complete join semi-lattice with a join operator U defined by:
SG U SG' '~f ((EU U E;, E. U E:), is-shared V zs-shared').
The Abstraction Function
Our task in this section is to define the abstraction function that relates the domains 2Vsa and SSg. However, before formally defining the abstraction function in Definition 4.5, we first illustrate some of the semantic properties of SSGS. Column two of Figure 3 shows the DSGS that arise at vertex V2 for all five iterations of the loop in the list-reversal program when input-list z is a five-element list. Column three shows their corresponding abstract values (i.e., SSGS). We note the following: Figure 6 . The operations presented in Figure 6 manipulate variable-edges, selector-edges, and sharing information, as well as the alias information that is maintained in the shape-node names of SSGS. It has been shown that these SSG transformers are conservative with respect to the concrete semantics defined in Figure 2 (see [SR\V95] ).
The key property of the abstract semantics is that each abstract assignment operation crest es an SS G that conservatively covers all the possible new configurations of variable sets whose members all point to the same run-time location (i.e., DSG shape-node).
This permits an unusual treatment (for a static-analysis algorithm, that is) of statements of the form z.selo := nil.
When the algorithm processes such a statement, it always removes the selo edges emanating from what x points to. We call this operation strong nullification.
Example 4.7 Figure 4 shows a simple example that illustrates strong nullification.
Note that after statement y := z in the then-branch of the conditional, z and y point to the same run-time location. This is reflected in SG2 by the fact that x and y point to a single shape-node, n{z,v}. SG3 is the union of SGZ with SGI; x and y each point to two shapenodes in SG3. Because n{z,y} in SG3 represents only runtime locations that are pointed to by both x and y (which occurs only on some execution sequences), it is safe for the abstract semantics for statement y. cdr := nil to eliminate the edge from n{z,v} to n{~} (see SGA).
Note that if rs{z} and n{z,y} were merged into one shapenode in SG3, then it would not be possible to perform a strong nullification because a run-time location pointed to by x alone does have a cdr-edge emanating from it (i.e., to the node that t points to). u Example.
In Figure  7 , the transition between VII and v12 removes all of y's cdr selectoredges. u
The other important aspect of the SSG transformer for x.selo := nil is the way information in shape-node names is used to reset the sharing information. This is based on Invariant (ii) of the abstraction process, as described in Section 4. The reason is that y.selo may point to many nodes, and we have to create an SSG that conservatively covers all the possible new configurations of variable sets whose members all point to the same run-time location (i.e., DSG shapenode) after the assignment.
That is, if y.selo points to n.z, then we need to "materialize" a copy of nzproducing a "new" node n(zu{z}) from "old" node nZ. (a) and is.shared' (n) = is-shared(n) A v %.zl, n.zz :21 nzz = q$,(nzl, *,n), (nzZ, *,n) e JZ (b) V %z : (nz, car, n), (nz, cdr, n) @ E: there is a selector-edge (n~, selo, nz ). When nZ has a sel selector-edge to itself, a selectoredge (n, set, n) is materialized if (nz, sel, rLZ ) and (nY, selo, n.z) represent edges that can simultaWe the neously co-exist in some DSG. This can happen need to be connected to n if they can simultaneously coexist with the selo selector-edge from ny (see the second old -+ new case). Here, we take advantage of the variables in shape-node names; in particular, a predecessor of nz that has y in its name is incompatible with ny. e There are two shape-nodes that represent the head of the list that z points to: n{. } and ntz,tl }. The former represents the situation where x points to the head of the list and tlpoints elsewhere (which only happens before the first iteration of the loop). The latter represents the situation where z and t] both point to the head of the list. Shape-node n{y} represents the head of the reversed list that y points to. Shape-node n{t} represents the list that tpoints to, which is a sublist of the list that y points to. Shape-node nd represents all the run-time locations in the tails of the lists that x and t point to. e For each of the shape-nodes in the graph, the value of zs.shared is false. The fact that ts-.shared(no ) = fake tells us a number of interesting things about the memory state (i.e., DSG) produced by any execution sequence that ends at vertex V2: (1) It implies that selector-edges from z and from t cannot point to the same node (and consequently the tails of z and tcannot have a component in common).
(2) Similarly, for every pair of different run-time locations in the tail of x or t, the selector-edges from these run-time locations cannot point to the same node. Consequently, variables z and t must point to acyclic lists that do not share any storage in common. It is instructive to consider the main reasons why the shape-analysis algorithm is able to produce accurate information about the list-reversal program.
In analyzing this program, the key issue is: "HOW does the algorithm keep the y list separate from the z list?"
There are two aspects of the algorithm that contribute to the successful handling of this problem.
Cutting the list. The more clear-cut aspect is the removal of y's cdr selector-edges by y. cdr := nil via strong nullification in the transition from block V11 to block VIZ in Figure 7 . This cuts the y list at the head, separating the first element, n{ V}, from the tail, which z and tI point to.
Materialwut%on of n{tl } from summary-node nb. Equally important is the way the algorithm handles the advancement of tl down the z list by tl :=-z. cdr in the transition from vs to V9. At 'OS,x. cdr points to n~; however, the node-materialization operation causes a new nonsummary shape-node, n{fl }, to be materialized out of rqj.1
In the shape analysis of the list-reversal program, there is a crucial interaction between these two aspects. Suppose, for example, that in the transition between blocks 'OS and V9 shape-node n{tl } was not materialized out of summarynode no, but instead variable t 1 was merely set to point to no, At Vll, variables t1 and x would then both point to 4Jocularly, we refer to nd as tile "primordial soup", and tl]e process of mziterializlng a node SUC1l as 7J{tl~from n+ as "ladling a node out of tile soup".
nd. The removal of y's cdr selector-edges in the transition from Vll to V12 would still separate the node that y points to (n{V} ) from the list pointed to by z and tl (which in this case is no.). However, the very next transition, from VIZ to V2, would set y's cdr field to t,whose cdr field points to nd, which is what z points to. At this stage, the two lists are no longer known to be separate lists! Note how differently things turn out when n{~l } is materialized from n~in the transition from WSto w9: At V12, tl and x point to n{n,~l }, and thus in the transition from v12
to V2 when y's cdr field is set to t,whose cdr field points to nb, x does not point to n~. Although nb occurs in both the tail of z and the tail of y, because Is.shared(n@) = false we know that the two lists cannot share any storage in common; that is, z and y must point to disjoint acyclic lists. The two operations discussed above -cutting a list and advancing a pointer down a list -are two of the four main operations of most list-manipulation algorithms.
The third and fourth common list-manipulation operations -splicing a new element into a list and removing an element from a list -can, in many cases, be handled accurately by our shapeanalysis algorithm, even if shape-nodes tem,porarily become shared? (This is not illustrated by the list-reversal program, but is discussed in the next paragraph.)
This points up the strength of our approach: Our algorithm handles all four of the basic list-manipulation operations with a remarkable degree of precision -as well as similar tree-and circularIist-manipulation operations. Let us now turn to the issue of how information in shapenode names can sometimes be used to reset a shape-node's sharing information from true to false. This ability is the main reason why our algorithm is able to determine that the list-insert program of Figure 8 preserves both 'Iist-ness" and "circular list-ness". This situation arises in the list-insert program at vertices v1l, vlz, and VM of the control-flow graph, where the new element is spliced into the list.
(We assume that at the beginning of the program shown in Figure 8 , z points to an unshared list of length 1 or more and e points to the new element to be inserted. ) The key step is the transition from VIZ : y. cdr := nil to V13. In the immediately preceding transition, from VII to vl~(see Figures 9(a) and 9(b) ), e. cdr is assigned the value t,which adds a new selector-edge into n{t} and causes is-shar-ed(n{i} ) to be set to true in the shape-graph for v12. In the SSG transformer given in Figure 6 that covers the case of assignments of the form y. cdr := nil, information in shape-node names is used to reset the sharing information. In particular, n{t} meets none of the three conditions for is-shared to be true at vertex v13 and so ts-shared(n{i} ) is reset to false at V13. (See Figure 9 
Extensions

Merging Shape Nodes
The number of shape-nodes in an SSG is bounded by 21'v"'"l. Unfortunately, for some pathological programs the number of shape-nodes can actually grow to be this large (although our limited experience to date suggests that this is unlikely to arise in practice).
It is possible to overcome this problem by making use of a widening operator that merges selected shape-nodes.
By this means, we can guarantee that a fixed point of Equation
(1) of Section 4.3 can be found in polynomial time; the widening operator simply has to be applied whenever necessary to limit the cardinality of shape-node name sets to some chosen constant.
(This is similar in spirit to k-limiting
[JM81], but is likely to produce more accurate results because limiting the cardinality of name sets still preserves most of the structural information about the graph.) Details can be found in [SRW95]. These illustrate how is-shared (n{,} ) is reset to false in the shape-graph for vertex 7JM.
Finding Aliases and Sharing
It is possible to use our shape-analysis algorithm to determine whether two pointer variables z and y are possible aliases just before vertex v by testing whether z and y point to a common shape-node in SSG SGU. If x and y do point to a common node, we (conservatively) conclude that they may be aliases. It is possible to extend this to a test of whether two access paths are "may aliases", as follows:
First it introdu~es selo edges that emanate from the shape-node that z points to. Taken together, the effect is to overwrite the selo edges emanating from the shape-node that x points to -in other words, for a statement in the original, program of the form~,selo := y, our algorithm always performs a strong update.
Example. In SGS of Figure 4 , n{z}, TZ{gl, and n{.,v} are separate nodes. Because n{c,v] represents on!y run-time locations that are pointed to by both z and y, it is safe for the abstract semantics to perform a strong nullification to n{z,v} (see SG4). u The reason why it is possible for our algorithm to perform strong nullifications (and hence strong updates) is because each abstract assignment operation of the abstract semantics creates an SSG that conservatively covers all the possible new configurations of variable sets whose members all point to the same run-time location (i.e., DSG shape-node).
If x is in the name of an SSG shape-node n, then n represents a DSG node whose selo field will definitely be overwritten.
Materialization
In an assignment statement of the form z := y.selo, our algorithm materializes new shape-nodes that conservatively cover all the possible new configurations of variable sets whose members all point to the same run~time location.
For example, when y.selo points to nd, our algorithm materializes a new node rz{z} out of n~. Furthermore, if z.s-s/zared(n@ ) = j'alse, this information is used to exclude both of the two possible selector-edges from n@ to n{xl. Our method has been presented within the framework of abstract interpretation, which allows us to prove that the algorithm obtained is conservative with respect to the concrete semantics.
Chase, Wegman, and Zadeck give only informal arguments about the correctness of their algorithm. Because of several ad hoc features of the Chase-WegmanZadeck method, several changes would be necessary to reformulate it as an abstract interpretation. For inst ante, the rules they give for the "join" operation are complicated by the fact that the result of "joining" two shape-graphs depends on the program point at which the operation is applied.
(For this reason, "join " is a misnomer in the latticetheoretic sense.) In contrast, our join operation, which is essentially graph union, is the join operation in the lattice of SSGS defined in Section 4.1.
Larus and Hilfinger [LH88, Lar89] devised a shape-analysis algorithm that is based on somewhat different principles from the aforementioned work. As with our algorithm, shapenodes are labeled with some auxiliary hformation.
At first glance, their node-labeling scheme appears to be more general than ours: Whereas we use a set of varzables to label each node, they use a regular ezpresszon (limited to be no longer than some chosen constant k) representing pointeraccess paths that may lead to an instance of the node. However, their shape-node labels do not add any information to their representation because the pointer-access expressions can always be reconstructed from the graph stripped of node labels.
In contrast, our labels -which in some sense represent regular expressions of length-l -do contribute essential information to our representation: When z is in t,he variable-set of shape-node Figure 9 . The reason is that due to the lack of a strong-nullification operation, these algorithms cannot infer that the assignment y. cdr := nil in the program shown in Figure 8(b) cuts the list pointed to by z (see Figures 9(b) and (c) ). We do not mean to imply that our method dominates the Landi-Ryder and Deutsch algorithms; there exist programs in which the Deutsch algorithm is more accurate than our algorithm.
A different approach was taken by Hendren, who designed an algorithm that handles only acyclic data structures [HN90, Hen90] Because of the choice to work with programs that only manipulate acyclic structures, the algorithm does not have to have a way of representing cycles conservatively.
For this alias-analysis problem, she has given an efficient algorithm that manipulates matrices that record access paths that are aliased.
To the best of our knowledge, Hendren's algorithm is the only algorithm besides ours that can detect that insertion of an element into a list (respectively, tree) preserves the list (tree) structure.
However 
